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PREFACE
This recording was made to accompaniment the Educate·S educational sheet music series of newly written composition music for children and young people, published by the Danish music publisher Edition·S. In the Educate·S
series, there are pieces for piano as well as pieces for violin, cello, guitar, accordion, and percussion respectively.
The series originated from a desire to build on the historical tradition in which contemporary composers wrote
music that initiated music students into new musical experiences and realizations. In their time, Bach, Brahms and
Bartók composed music in which pedagogic considerations and artistic ambitions combined to form a greater
whole for the benefit of children and young people in their musical development. With the Educate·S series, leading
Danish composers have been invited to write new pieces for children and young people, to introduce pupils with
music that embraces the musical horizons and tonal worlds offered by contemporary composers.
The recording was made in collaboration with the Royal Danish Academy of Music, Copenhagen.

Birgitte Alsted
Elegiac Intermezzi
1

Walking in Water

2

Darkling

(2016)

© Frank Borchorst

Elegiac Intermezzi means sad transitions. A busy everyday life often
requires hyperactive outwardness – daily life can offer experiences of
joy and sorrow. The more sorrowful events require pauses with inwardlooking reflection, during which we can meet and make a place for life’s
‘darker’ emotions, which none of us escape.

Birgitte Alsted was born in 1942 and says: “I had my best moments
growing up alone at home with my mother’s grand piano at hand – then
my imagination could be given free rein. It was rather less fun practicing the violin; nevertheless I was encouraged to apply for the Royal
Danish Academy of Music in Copenhagen, where I began studying in
1962.” Birgitte Alsted took her diploma in violin at the Royal Academy in
1969, followed by the soloist class and her debut, and shortly afterwards
she began working as a composer. In 2004-2006 she studied further
for a master’s degree in composition, specializing in electronic music
at the Royal Danish Academy of Music in Aarhus. Birgitte Alsted also
teaches violin.

WALKING IN WATER
In the water you cannot step out at a fast walking pace. You may feel ‘out
of it’, but the slowness gives you time to feel the caresses of the water
flowing past your body. You cannot always see what you are stepping
in: mud, nipping crabs, stones or the pleasantly firm sand? You have to
take calm steps, feeling your way so as not to stumble. The water is full
of mysteries, you cannot control it, and you cannot stay in it. At some
point you have to come back to land.
DARKLING
The sun goes down and is reflected in the darkness of the pond. The colours of the sky are intensified in radiant splendour just before they fade
into the dusk light. Most people feel like lowering their activity level at this
point and perhaps reviewing things in an inward-looking pause: What did
I experience today, this week, this month, this year or in this life?
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Simon Christensen
Zing Spiral (2016)
3

I

4

II

5

III

6

IV

© Lars Svankjær

The music requires a strong sense of rhythm, a steady basic pulse and
the ability to execute the many tempo modulations in the piece. The
cross-phrasing and rhythmic shifts are a good challenge for those interested in rhythm.

Simon Christensen was born in 1977. He started by playing drums as
a teenager, and that was when his interest in music began in earnest.
He has studied composition at the Royal Danish Academy of Music and
abroad, and in many of his works he also performs as a musician.

The piece also exists in a version for violin and piano.
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Fuzzy
From “A Visit to the Cinema”
7

Film Music II

8

Film Music III

(2016)

© Lars Svankjær

Film music is often only composed when the film images have been
shot, and it usually has the function of supporting the action of the
film. In the pieces Film Music II and III from the collection “A Visit to the
Cinema” we only have the music. What the pieces are about or describe
is up to the individual musician to decide.

Fuzzy was born in 1939 and plays clarinet and piano. He is well known,
amongst other things, for his music for theatre, film, opera and ballet,
as well as his electronic works. Many people know his music from television, where children have visited him over the years in programmes
like “Fuzzy’s Workshop”, “The Owl in the Cave”, “Snip, Snap, Snude” and
the like. He trained as a music theorist and composer and until 1982
was a lecturer at the Royal Danish Academy of Music in Aarhus, where
he taught music theory and music history. Since then he has mainly
worked with – and lived from – composing.
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Eva Noer Kondrup
A Walk on the Beach
9

Fossil

10

Starfish

11

Gull Tracks

12

Cliff

(2016)

© Emil Brøbech

A WALK ON THE BEACH
What can you find on the beach? A fossil, a glorious landscape with a
cliff, the tracks of gulls. It is a beautiful experience of being outside, feeling the wind against your cheeks, and it is fascinating to watch the birds,
always busy, perhaps diving for a fish, or sitting on the beach preening themselves. There are discoveries to be made – perhaps you don’t
quite find amber, but then there’s an oyster shell, a fine stone or even a
sea horse.

Eva Noer Kondrup was born in 1964. As a child she began to take an interest in what was behind the notes and got a place on the Basic Music
Course in Holstebro. In 1991 she started at the Royal Danish Academy of
Music, where she made her debut as a composer in 1999.
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Ib Nørholm
Piano Pieces

(2016)

13

Metre, My Friend, and Feet

14

Count – and Control

15

The Way of the Ant

© Per Morten Abrahamsen

METRE, MY FRIEND AND FEET
In Greek metrics (verse theory) the five most common metrical feet are
dactyls, iambs, trochees, spondees and anapaests. In music we speak of
stressed and unstressed, but the ancient Greeks spoke of long syllables
as opposed to short syllables. You can also have fun with some nice big
bangs in the low register of the keyboard.

Ib Nørholm was born in 1931 and began playing the piano at the age of
9; at 15 he began taking organ lessons. In 1956 he graduated as a composer and organist from the Royal Danish Academy of Music in Copenhagen. Besides composing music he has taught at the Carl Nielsen
Academy of Music in Odense, has been a professor at the Royal Danish
Academy of Music in Copenhagen, and has had an active career as
an organist.

COUNT – AND CONTROL
Try feeling the five-eight time as a lightly gliding and bouncing time
rather than a skewed time. Try thinking that you have to move constantly forward.
THE WAY OF THE ANT
Can you keep up the melodic tension all the way through the piece
(even though everything is done with the right hand)? This gives you a
really good sense of phrasing.
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Morten Olsen
Three Small Piano Pieces
16

Waltz Undone

17

Moonlit Night

18

Bear Tango

(2016)

© Morten Rasmussen

WALTZ UNDONE
As the title suggests, this is a little waltz that has fallen apart. It cannot
make up its mind about which key it is in, and in some places it is even
in doubt about how many beats a waltz has in the bar. It has come undone in a fun, perhaps slightly surprising way, but absolutely not in any
resigned “Sorry I’ve fallen apart” way. So it’s important not to play it too
seriously – it has to be light and playful.

BEAR TANGO
Tango as we normally think about it is a very elegant and sensual dance
(that is, if the dancers are good at it); but here it is two bears that have
just woken from three months of winter sleep that are on the dance
floor. So it’s clumsy and stiff, and a bit heavy. But it’s fun all the same. In
a slightly cute way...
Morten Olsen was born in 1961 and originally graduated as a doublebassist from the Royal Danish Academy of Music in Copenhagen. Since
the 1990s he has lived by composing and has composed works for many
groupings, from solo instruments to symphony orchestras. His music has
been performed by ensembles and orchestras in and outside Denmark.

MOONLIT NIGHT
It’s dark, but everything is still illuminated by the bluish moonlight. It’s as
if everything is in slow motion. When you want to bring this out through
the music, you have to give yourself plenty of time and not play too
forcefully. Note how the starting chord changes and make sure the audience can also hear the changes.
To bring out the weightlessness properly, it is important that you
constantly play with an inner – stable – pulse. If you just wait with the
next chord until you feel like it, it won’t work.
The audience must feel the differences in the lengths of the chords,
and also that there are two beats ‘too many’ in bar 10. The top notes in
bars 11–15 are in fact a little melody, even though it only consists of two
notes. That has to be heard.
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Kasper Rofelt
Piano Piece
19

(2016)

Song
© Bjarne Rofelt

The piece is to be played quite simply. Small variations of a melodic or
rhythmic kind can be incorporated in the course of the four repetitions.
One of the repetitions can also be played an octave above the written
one, for example.

Kasper Rofelt was born in 1982 and graduated as a composer and music theorist from the Royal Danish Academy of Music, where he made
his debut in the soloist class in 2014. Kasper Rofelt teaches among other
subjects composition, music theory and musicology in various contexts.
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Martin Stauning
20 The Ghost Song

(2016)

© Caroline Bittencourt

The ghost song is not eerie. But perhaps it is a song that once existed
and now cannot really be heard any more.

Martin Stauning was born in 1982 and started at the age of 7 at the
Ballet School of the Royal Danish Theatre, where he trained and worked
as a professional ballet dancer until 2006. Afterwards he studied composition at the Royal Danish Academy of Music and graduated in 2016.
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Line Tjørnhøj
21 Duck Dance

(2016)

© Anders Bigum

It is said that the Dowager Empress Cixi (1835-1908), who ruled China
at the end of the Qing dynasty (1644-1912) was very fond of eating
roasted duck’s feet. The duck was put on an iron plate placed over a
fire. When the heat became too unbearable the duck would begin to
jump up and down. The duck would get thirsty along the way and servants would give it soya bean oil to drink, so the feet would get a taste
before they were cut off. Cixi usually ate her duck’s feet with hot food.

Line Tjørnhøj was born in 1960 and has a quite unique musical background. She began her adult life as a nurse and sailor. At 35 she wrote
her first music and was admitted to the Royal Danish Academy of
Music in Aarhus, from which she graduated in 2012. She now lives
by composing.
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Nicolai Worsaae
Piano Etudes for Children
22

The Treadmill

23

Lullaby

24

The Music Box

(2016)

© Niels Magnússon

THE TREADMILL
In this piece we are on a treadmill of the type you usually see in gyms.
Imagine you are trying to run a bit differently on this treadmill. Perhaps
you take slightly bigger or longer steps now and then, which means you
have to catch up on them so as not to fall off the treadmill. Make sure
you maintain a fixed pulse, so you can feel that the machine is controlling the tempo.

Nicolai Worsaae was born in 1980. He sang in a choir as a boy and went
to the Sankt Annæ Primary and Secondary School. Since he began at
the Academy he has been a member of two composers’ collectives in
which the composers each write their own pieces, but arrange them
together, make small intermezzi and videos together and create ideas
and concepts for concerts collectively. Nicolai Worsaae made his debut
as a composer at the Royal Danish Academy of Music in 2009.

LULLABY
Play it as if you are humming a song for someone who has to fall asleep.
It is a quiet waltz in which it is important to stress the first beat in the bar
more than the second and third beat.
THE MUSIC BOX
As a child I had a tin music box that sounded really terrible. It could no
longer produce the melody it was supposed to, but made a lot of jangling noises. I thought it was great fun to start quietly and produce a
‘crescendo’ by turning the handle faster and faster.
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